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Today’s savvy, always-connected consumers are in control and demand commerce on their terms. Elastic Path
Commerce for B2C empowers retailers and brands to deliver personalized offers at that precise moment when
consumers are looking for products, no matter where they are, using any device or touchpoint they choose.

Key business challenges
Fragmented customer journeys

Delivering shoppable experiences

Standing out from the crowd

Driving growth and efficiency globally

Shopping experiences vary as consumers move from
channel to channel. Products added to a shopping
cart on one device don’t appear on another. In brick
and mortar stores, cash registers are decoupled from
online databases, creating anonymous customer
experiences with store associates. Elastic Path unifies
online and offline channels into a single seamless
customer experience

Traditional commerce platforms are monolithic
solutions with pre-set templates that require an
expensive customization. Elastic Path empowers
brands and retailers to deliver commerce their way by
giving them freedom to use any front-end experience
layer for unique differentiated shopping experiences

Staying ahead of the market

Legacy applications and organizational silos
prevent companies from taking advantage of new
technologies and customer touchpoints. Elastic
Path’s API-first platform easily integrates with legacy
applications allowing for continuous innovation
without disruption. No need to rip and replace
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Designing rich customer experiences is easy enough
for talented marketers, but their commerce solution
can’t make experiences shoppable with live product
information and buy buttons. Elastic Path’s API-first
approach empowers front-end developers to make
any experience shoppable in days without help from
experts

Managing global expansion can be daunting due
to a long list of local requirements for each country.
Elastic Path can be easily configured to meet
country-and buyer-specific requirements and power
a global growth strategy
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Core commerce
•

Technology

Leverage all core commerce capabilities out-ofthe-box: Catalog management, merchandising,
search and browse, pricing, promotions, bundling,
order administration, cart and checkout,
customer profile, CSR management, reporting,
and more

•

Model complex pricing domains: Take
advantage of flexible pricing models, including
subscription and usage pricing

•

Manage complex product catalogs: Import
and consolidate supplier catalogs and model
compound, configurable products and bundles.
Combine an unlimited number of disparate
catalogs and even create bundles from different
suppliers to sell them as your own product

•

•

Commerce-enable the Internet of Things: Enable
devices or appliances to monitor themselves,
order their own replacement parts, and schedule
their own service calls

Create and manage sophisticated promotions:
Use customer profile, purchase history, items
added to the cart and context to differentiate
the customer experience

•

Drive conversions: Optimize offers with crosssells, upsells, product recommendations, and
support for advanced bundling

•

Go global: Easily configure product catalog,
currencies and languages to support new
geographies

Cortex: Enable developers to create a simple
front-end experience for sales reps and their
customers

•

API-First: Set up Elastic Path with any front-end
layer, content management system or digital
experience platform and extend commerce
beyond the web to virtual assistants, wearables,
and point of sale systems

•

Customization Architecture: Capitalize on
Elastic Path’s unique capability to isolate
all customizations and transfer them during
migration to a new version of the platform

•

Cloud Services: Run Elastic Path in the cloud
through public or private deployments on
Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure

key benefits

Set up flexible payments: Support multiple
payment gateways and different payment
methods, flows and processes. Easily set up
promotions with recurring prices and discount
periods tailored to each buyer

•

•

•

Unify online and offline experiences on a single
platform

•

Make all customer touchpoints shoppable:
Virtual showrooms, mobile apps, videos,
augmented and virtual reality

•

Add commerce to new touchpoints in a snap by
simply plugging in APIs. Any front-end developer
can get the job done

•

Know your customers, including what they’ve
placed in the shopping cart, and what they’ve
bought in the past no matter the touchpoint

•

Do it your way: Adopt a set of flexible tools and
building blocks built with open source on open
standards

•

Future-proof your business: With a flexible
commerce environment, you’ll thrive

Elastic Path Commerce for B2C:
Become a customer-centric commerce powerhouse
Elastic Path Commerce for B2C delivers a set of capabilities and tools that empower businesses to extend commerce
through a single platform to any conceivable customer touchpoint, online or in-store. off.
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